
Seven Wonders solitaire variant Version 1.0Li 

 

This game variant is based on David Weiss solitaire version which can be found in the files section on 

boardgamegeek.com 

 

- Setup a three player game. There will be two AI players, the right hand player (RHP) and the left hand 

player (LHP). The third player is YOU 

- Place the RHPs and LHPs decks by their wonder boards 

- Each round add the top card from both RHPs and LHPs deck to your hand 

- Play a card for each city in the following order: 

o Eras I and III: RHP, YOU, LHP 

o Era II:  LHP, YOU, RHP 

- For your own turn choose whatever card you like to play 

- For RHPs and LHPs turn choose the cards using the following priority charts (see next page). 

  



Priority chart: 

 

If there is ever a choice after using the priority list choose card which will benefit AI most. 

If AIs have to spend coins they will  a, spend least amount of coins possible 

b, give YOU the least amount of coins possible 

If AIs have to destroy cards (for 3 coins or building wonders) they will always choose the card with the most benefit 

for other players. 

Era I Priority Chart: 

 

1, If last buy of Era (Card 6) buy Wonder stage 1 or 2 for max. cost of 2 coins. 

2, Resource card costing 1 coin a, Resource needed for wonder 

    b, Other resources 

3, Yellow card   a, Trading Post (if not given by Wonder board (Olympia B)) 

    b, Market (if needed for wonder)     

4, Other resource card  a, Missing resource needed for wonder 

    b, Other brown resources 

c, Other grey resources 

    Note:  

Don´t buy manufactured goods (grey) when already present 

(on Wonder board) 

5, Military card if equal or behind a player  

6, Free Wonder stage 1 or 2 

7, Science card 

8, Next stage of wonder for max. cost of 2 coins 

9, Blue card 

10, Tavern (Yellow card) 

11, Discard for 3 coins 

Era II Priority Chart: 

 

1, If last buy of Era (Card 6 or 7) buy Wonder stage 1 or 2 for max. cost of 2 coins. 

2, Free Wonder stage 1 or 2 

3, Yellow card    a, Caravansery 

    b, Forum (if not already in possession of all 3 manufactured goods) 

4, Free Military card if it brings number of shields to equal or more shields than the opponent with most shields  

5, Brown resource card   a, Resource needed for wonder 

    b, Other resources 

6, Grey resource card (if resource not already present through Wonder board or Forum) 

7, Free cards science card 

8, Military card if it brings number of shields to equal or more shields than the opponent with most shields  

9, Free blue card 

10, Science card 

11, Blue card 

12, Wonder stage 1 or 2 

13, Yellow card 

14, Discard for 3 coins 

Era III Priority Chart: 

 

1,  If last buy of Era (Card 6 or 7) buy Wonder stage 3 if there are no other options that give more VP 

2,  Any free card that gives most VP 

3,  Any card that gives most VP (don´t forget to subtract costs (divided by 3)) 

4, Discard for 3 coins. 


